
Fast Enterprises’ (FAST’s) commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) FastDS-VS software is the single-source 
solution for the administration of driver and vehicle services. It consists of six integrated modules 
and constituent subsystems that provide motor vehicle agencies with comprehensive features and 
functionality for the administration of driver licensing and control and vehicle titling and registration 
programs.  

Since FastDS-VS first entered production in 2012, FAST has successfully completed more system-
modernization projects for U.S. state driver and motor vehicle agencies than any other vendor. 
Much of this success is attributable to the highly flexible FastDS-VS software, which is configured—
not programmed—to meet the needs of agencies and the jurisdictions they represent. It contains 
functionality based on best practices that are standard to the regulation of drivers and vehicles yet is 
implemented to accommodate jurisdiction-specific business rules and technical requirements.  

FastDS-VS is browser-based, platform-independent, highly scalable, and compatible with service-
oriented architecture. It runs on industry-standard hardware, operating systems, and relational 
database management systems. While the final configuration of FastDS-VS is unique to each motor 
vehicle agency, the entire community of FastDS-VS agencies benefits through a common solution that 
FAST maintains and enhances through routine software updates and release of new versions. 

Commercial Off-the-Shelf 
Software for the Administration of
Driver and Vehicle Services

Contact us to learn more 
1.877.275.3278
www.FastEnterprises.com
BusinessTeam@FastEnterprises.com
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� Investigations

� Hearings

� Records Management

� Dealer Management

� Impounds

� Fleets

� IRP

CUSTOMER

DRIVER SERVICES

VEHICLE SERVICES

FINANCIALS

SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

MANAGEMENT STUDIO

� CRM

� e-Services

� Appointments

� Correspondence

� Professional Licensing

� 360º view

� Driver Licensing

� Control & Improvement

� Real ID Compliance

� Title

� Registration

� Inventory

� Permits

� Cashiering

� Payments

� Billing

� Dashboard

� Reporting

� Data Mart

� Query

� Compliance

� Refunds

� Accounting

� Data Warehouse

� Work Management

� Case Management

� Imaging

� Business Rules

� Implementation Toolkit

� Operations

� Support

� Security

� Interfaces

� Help

FastDS-VS consists of six integrated modules and component subsystems that are configured to meet 
the unique requirements of motor vehicle agencies.


